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We continue our study of mixed boundary value problems 
Lu=f,inQ, Mu=/,onZ, u = f3 on aa\z 
for second order elliptic operators L and first order oblique operators M. A best 
possible estimate of the regularity of u is proved under weak hypotheses on the 
coefiicients of L and M. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been known for a long time that solutions of the elliptic mixed 
boundary value problem 
Lu=f,inQ, Mu=f,onC, u = f3 on &C&Y (1.1) 
are Holder continuous under appropriate hypotheses (see [lo] and the 
references in [7, lo]), but the best regularity of the solution is not always 
known. When the data of the problem are sufficiently smooth (except that 
Z and &2\Z may meet at an angle) and A4 is the conormal operator to L, 
the best regularity (at least if that regularity is at least Holder-continuous 
differentiability) was found by Azzam and Kreyszig [2, 3, 41. Their idea 
was basically to study the case when L is the Laplace operator (so that A4 
is differentiation normal to C) and cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) can be 
introduced so that 0 = 0 on C, 6’= 0, on XJ\Z The solution of the 
homogeneous problem is then ra cos XI with 1= rc/2&,. Writing II = k + A, 
with k a positive integer and A1 E (0, 11, Azzam and Kreyszig show that u 
has continuous kth derivatives which are Holder continuous with any 
exponent A, E (0, A,). The important aspect of this model problem is the 
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simplicity of the calculations; in particular, for smooth coefficients, any 
oblique derivative problem can be rewritten as a conormal problem (see 
[13]), so the conormal condition does not limit the generality of their 
result; however, the calculation of the number I from the original data can 
be very complicated. In addition rather strong regularity hypotheses on the 
data are required. Here we follow the approach in [lo] to determine I in 
terms of the ellipticity ratio for L, a corresponding ratio for M, and the 
geometry of 52. The use of recent work on oblique derivative problems 
[ 121 allows very weak smoothness hypotheses; in particular fi and the 
lower order terms of L may be unbounded near any point of %2. (In [lo] 
these quantities needed to be bounded on compact subsets of C.) 
We begin in Section 2 by defining certain relevant quantities (needed to 
state our results exactly) and then stating those results. Schauder-type 
estimates appear in Section 3. These estimates reduce our regularity results 
to some height estimates; the main tool for the height estimates is the maxi- 
mum principle. The construction of suitable barrier functions is given in 
Section 4. The actual proof of the height estimates is given in Section 5 to 
prove Holder continuity of solutions and, under additional assumptions, in 
Section 6 to prove Holder continuity of the derivatives. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We write (Sz, Z) E H: if C is a relatively open subset of &2 and S2 is a 
bounded Lipschitz domain in R”. For simplicity of notation, we also write 
CJ = aG?\,Z and V= 5 n Z We assume throughout that V is nonempty. 
Otherwise our results are immediate consequences of known results. For 
b E (1, 21, we say (Q, 2) E H: if (52, C) E H:, CJ is a relatively open subset 
of some C1,bP1 hypersurface, and Z is a relatively open subset of some C’ 
hypersurface. For b > 2, the hypersurfaces must be CCbl,bP cbl and 
c[bIFl,b-[bl respectively. Note that (Sz, C) E H$ does not imply any 
regularity fo; V. For example, if Q is the hemisphere {x2 + y2 + .z2 < 1, 
z>0) in R3, and if 2 consists of the curved part of aQ and any open 
subset of {x2 + y2 < i, z = 0}, then (Q, C) E Hc for all b >, 1. 
To discuss regularity of functions, we introduce two classes of weighted 
norms. For both of them, we first recall the standard norms on an open 
set S, 
l4cl;,=suP lul 
s 
M,;s= c Imo;s+ c SUP I@$x) - @4Y)lllX - Yl” 
IPIck I81 = k ‘igsb’ 
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if a = k + a for a nonnegative integer k and CL E (0, 11. Writing 
d,(x) = dist(x, a), J(x) = dist(x, X2), 
we set Q,= {xEO:d(x)>6},Q~= {XEQ:d,(X)>S}. 
For ~20, b> -a, we then define 
Next we introduce a measure of the angle between C and (T. We say that 
(a, C) satisfies a straight wedge condition at x0 E V with angle 0, if there is 
a Cartesian coordinate system (xl, ..,, x”) centered at x0 such that the 
cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, x’) given by 
x,=rcose, x2 = r sin 0, x’ = (x3, . . . . x”) 
are continuous in 
Q(h,) = {x E 52: r < ho, 1x1 <ho) 
for some ho > 0 with 0 < 0 < f?, in Q(h,). If also, for any E > 0, there is 6 > 0 
such that 9 <E on 
C(S)= {xd:r<S, 1x1 <S}, 
then we say that (Sz, C) satisfies a straight C-wedge condition. (This 
terminology follows [lo]). If GE C*(R”\(x,))n C”~‘(R”), lD*G(x)[ Q 
C/lx-x01, and G(D) satisfies a straight wedge condition at G(x,), we say 
that 1;2 satisfies a wedge condition at x0. If also GE C’(P), DG(x,) is the 
identity and G(Q) satisfies a straight E-wedge condition at G(x,), we say 
that B satisfies a C-wedge condition at x0. 
Finally we define our operators: 
Lu = a0D-.u + biDiu + cu (I in 52, 
Mu = /3’D,u + yu on 2. 
We say that L is uniformly elliptic with ellipticity constant ,u > 0 (or that 
L E L$) if pZ,< (aV) d Z in 52. We say that A4 is uniformly oblique on 2 if 
there are positive constants R. and Lo such that at any x,E.E’, there is a 
coordinate system (x’, . . . . x”) in which p(xo) is parallel to the x”-axis and 
Zn B(x,, R,) c (x” =f(x’, . . . . .x”- ‘)} 
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for some Lipschitz function f with lDf\ < L,. For C E C’ with normal v, 
uniform obliqueness is equivalent to a uniform bound on 1 PI/j. v. As it 
turns out, p affects the Holder exponents but I,, and R, do not. 
Our first theorem is concerned with the Holder continuity of solutions of 
the mixed problem (1.1). 
THEOREM 1. Let (52, C) E H:, let L E PP, and let M be uniformly oblique 
on C. Suppose Q satisfies exterior cone conditions with angles 8, and 9, on 
o and C, respectively. Suppose also that at each x0 E V, Q satisfies a C-wedge 
condition with angle 8, and that, in the corresponding coordinate system, 
fl’ < (ctn n)fi’ in C(h,) (with h, and the function 6(c) independent of x,,) for 
some r] E (0,~). Then there are positive constants 1,(8,, u), A,(6),, n, u), and 
a0(8,, u) such that the conditions 
0<1<min{I.,, iI}, l<a<l+a,, (2.1) 
aG E HT’for some a’ > 0, (2.2a) 
aii is uniformly continuous in {d, < Kd, > for some K > 0, (2.2b) 
lim (61 d”,-’ d2-“=O, 
d” - 0 
ICI 6 Cd;P”d”-2, (2.3) 
B E Rl”! , , vEQ2,, IBIGC (2.4) 
imply that any C’(n) n C’(sZ uZ)n C’(Q) solution u of (1.1) obeys the 
estimate 
llull~~“‘~C(su~d,“~~d~-” lfil + llf,ll:‘k;‘+ lfJi+ lulo). (2.5) a 
Conditions (2.3) say that IbJ behaves like 0(1/d,) near g and like dgm2 
near C and similarly for c. These growths are what standard regularity 
theory requires for u to be in H, near (r and in H, near C. Also, when con- 
sidered as functions, 2, = a,, i.e., 2,(8, p) = a,(k), u) for any (0, y) E (0, n] x 
(0, 11, ilo is strictly increasing in 8 and continuous in (0, p), and 
A,(rc, p) = 1. Thus if 0 E C1 or if G is convex, we can replace 1, by 1 in (2.1). 
The optimally of 2, follows from our next theorem, which is proved in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 2. Let Q c R2 be the domain on which 0 < 8 < 8,) let Z be the 
portion of 80 on which 0 = 0, r > 0, and set /I = (ctn n, 1). Then there is an 
operator L E YP with b’ = c = 0 such that the solution of 
Lu=OinG, fliDiu = 0 on C, u=Oona 
has the form u = rA1g(B) with g E C’(O, t9,) and g(0) = 1. 
(2.6) 
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Theorem 1 can be extended to arbitrary Lipschitz domains if /I is 
suitable restricted although the computation of the exponent is then not so 
clear. 
THEOREM 3. Let XJ E II:, let L be uniformly elliptic, let A4 be uniformly 
oblique, and suppose that there are constants BO, 8, in (0, 71) and h > 0 such 
that for any x0 E V there are directions K, and tcc2 with n2 E K(8,, K,), the 
cone of vertex angle 8,, and axis K 1, for which 
.zn {I.-x01 -4 dwo, d\w,, ICY), (2.7a) 
P(cn {lx-x01 ++=W,, dnK(e,, ~~1, (2.7b) 
ai22 {Ix-x~~ <h} dqeo, K,). (2.7~) 
Then there is a constant &(%,,, 8,, p) > 0 such that if 0 -c rZ < 
min{l,~,},l<a<l+a,,abl+~, then Conditions (2.1 b(2.4) imply 
Inequality (2.5). 
As we shall see I,(r], q, p) = 1. Loosely speaking, it follows that u E C’ if 
the vector p(x,), when based at X*E V, points outside Q. 
THEOREM 4. Let E Q E Hz for some b > 1, let L E ZP, and suppose A4 is 
untformly oblique. Suppose also that at each x0 E V, 52 satisfies a Z-wedge 
condition with angle 8, < 7c and that, in the corresponding coordinate system, 
/J’S (ctn q)B’ near x0 for some n E (0,) x). Then there is a constant 
,I,(8,,q,p)>l such that ifl<~<min{2,~,},/Z<b, and 
a”E H(O) 
a-23 
biEH(*-A) 
o-2 ) c E H;y-*") 
for some noninteger a > 2, 
aci is uniformly continuous in Q, 
/?andyareinHAP,, 
then for any u E C'(D) n C'(f2 n C) n C'(Q), 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Moreover zf b > 2,2 < A.< A,, A < b < a, A and a are not integers, and 
aq, b’, c are in HL2--2A), fl, yareinH,-,, (2.12) 
then (2.11) holds. 
Except for minor technicalities, Theorem 4 in case I, > 2 is contained in 
the results of Azzam C23. We include this case for completeness only. 
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Moreover by the monotonicity of norms we have 1~1~ = (IujI\-“) < 
C llullb-“’ for Theorems 1 and 3. Similarly lull Q C Iu]~~~) in Theorem 4. 
We close by pointing out that Nadirashvili’s theorem [ 16, Theorem 1 ] 
allows us to eliminate the term I UI 0 from the right hand side of (2.5) (2.11) 
if c < 0 and y < 0. Of course if b > 3, this elimination follows from the usual 
boundary point lemma. 
3. SCHAUDER ESTIMATES 
We begin by presenting sharp forms of certain Schauder estimates which 
reduce the proof of Theorems 1, 3 and 4 to the establishment of so-called 
“height estimates” on u. The height estimate is studied in Sections 4-6. 
To prove our Schauder estimate for H: domains, we first need a variant 
of [12, Proposition 3.11. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C be the graph of a Lipschitz function and let x,EZ. 
For R > 0, denote by Q(R) the part of B(x,, R) lying on a fixed side of Z. 
Suppose R is small enough that Q(2R) is connected and that Q(2R) satisfies 
an exterior cone condition of angle 8, at each point of Z. Let L E 9, and 
suppose M is untformly oblique with constants L,, R, on C. Then there is a 
positive constant aO(B,, u)< 1 such that if 1 <a< 1 + a,, 
.ii E Hf” 3 aii is uniformly continuous in Q(2R), (3.1) 
(b’l <Bad;-“, ICI < Bdpa (3.2) 
[INa-I bB,, C~la-,G&t IA d B,, (3.3) 
then there is a constant C depending only on u, Lo, Ro, the HP’ norm of 
(a”), the modulus of continuity of (a”), B,R”, B, Ra’+ ‘, B2Ra--l, B,R”, 
B,R2, a such that 
R”[Du],- l,n(,t) d C(R" sup d;-" ILul + R”CMula- I;R(ZR) 
Q(ZR) 
+ R iMUio;cq2~) + 14O;R(ZR))~ (3.4) 
Proof The new ingredients in this estimate (as compared to [ 121) are 
the explicit R dependence and the avoidance of Holder estimates on bi, c, 
and Lu. The R dependence is easily handled by a scaling argument, so let 
us assme that R = 1. Obviously there is no loss of generality in assuming 
c E 0. In addition, a simple argument (namely, multiplying u by a suitable 
cut-off function q and applying interpolation) allows us to assume b’-0 
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also. With these simplifications and writing Q = G?(2), we observe that Lu 
lies in the Morrey space L Y*n+(ap2)q(B) if q(2 - a) < 1, i.e., 
s jLuj4< cpn+(a-Q4 BpnR 
for any ball B, of radius p E (0,2). By using the Ly Schauder theory 
[6, Theorem 9.151, we see that the problem 
Lv= 
Lu in Sz, 
0 in B( 3)\Q, 
u = 0 on aB(3) 
has a unique solution u E W2,4(B(3)) n W$4(B(3)) because Lq,” c L4 if 
2 20 and q > 1. But now, because Lu E L4.“+(u-2)4, it follows that 
D*v E Lq~“+(rr-2)q. Poincare’s inequality implies that Dv is in the Cam- 
panato space Y4,” + (n- ‘jy, i.e., 
4 
<Cp n+(a-1)q 
for any ball B, c B(3), and hence Dv E H,- , . The desired result now 
follows by applying [ 12, Proposition 3.11 to the difference u - v and noting 
that [Dv],-, < C sup, d$-” I,%[. 1 
In fact, it is easy to see that Lemma 3.1 remains true if we remove the 
hypothesis aii E HF). 
A standard argument (see, e.g., [6, Lemma 6.201) now gives the 
following result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (Q, Z) E H:, let L E YP, and suppose A4 is ungormly 
oblique on EC. Then there is a positive constant a,( p, Sz) such that if condi- 
tions (2.1)-(2.4) hold for some positive i < a,, then 
lul;-% C(sup d,“-“d*-” ILul 
R 
+ IIMuIlb’-i”‘+ sup Jd,‘ul). 
R 
(3.5) 
For 1> 1, the estimate of d;%, which we call a height estimate, becomes 
technically more difficult because it is only finite if u and at least one 
normal derivative vanish on 0. Hence for the higher regularity results, we 
use a simple variant of Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Q, C) E Hz for some b > 1, let L E Zti, and suppose M 
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is untformly oblique on C. Then conditions (2.8)-(2.10) for some noninteger 
a> b and A< b imply that 
lUl~-i)fC(ILUl;-A) + (MuIA-,+sup Id;“ul). (3.6) 
In this case, the bound on dFAu is called the height estimate. 
4. BARRIERS AND OPTIMALITY 
As in [lo], the key to the height estimates is a suitable Miller-type 
barrier. The new ingredient here is a more careful analysis of the barrier 
construction as in [ 151. 
For now we only consider operators L, = a”D, and M, = BiDi defined in 
R2 and we introduce the sets 
for positive p d 1, q < rc. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a continuous positive function ,I, on (0, co) x 
(0, 71) x (0, l] such that for any ill (0, A,(8,, n, u)) there are positive con- 
stants cl = c,(e,, v], u, A) c2 = c,(8,, n, u), and a function f~ C2( [0, 0,]) 
such that 
L,(r’f(B)) d -clr’-2 for O<tl<l3,, (4.la) 
c,bf<l on CO, S,l, (4.lb) 
lD(r”-f(e))\ 9c,r”-’ for oGe6e,, (4.lc) 
M,(raf(B)) d -clrAp’ for e=o (4.ld) 
for all L, E U:, M, E A?,,. Moreover 2, is strictly decreasing in 
e,,~,~~,~,~)~1for~~~~~~0,71~,~~~e~,~,l~=~/e~,and~,-,~ase,~o 
for fixed u and n. Finally for any 8,) n, u, there are an operator L, E S?‘,* and 
a function ge C’([O, e,]) such that 
L,( +g( 0)) = 0 for o<e<e,, (4.2a) 
M,(r”g(B)) = 0 for 8 = 0, (4.2b) 
m)=o, gf 0 (4.2~) 
for M,=(ctnn)D,+D, 
Note that the existence of the function g proves Theorem 2. 
409/143/2-I9 
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To prove Lemma 4.1, we use Miller’s polar representation [ 141 to conclude 
that, for a fixed Lo, there are functions a,, a2, a3 with 
~l)512~a1(51)2+2a25152+a3(52)2d 151* (4.3) 
for any [E R2 such that 
L&y(e)) = rl-2 (aIf”+2a2(A-l)f’+A[(A-l)a,+a,]f). 
We now set 
g(a,,a,,a,,s,t;A)= -b;{2a2(A-l)r+L[(i-l)a3+a,].sl, 
G(s, r; A) = inf da,, a2, a3, s, t; A), a,. =2. a3 
satisfying (4.3) 
and conclude that 
L,(r~~(B))~a,r’--*[f”-G(f; f', A)]. 
Also, by direct calculation 
M,(r"f(e))=r"~'[PZf'(O)+1B'f(O)] on tI=O 
so that, iff(O)>O, 
Clearly G is uniformly Lipschitz in 1, S, and t, so the initial-value problem 
F” = G(F, F’, A), F(0) = 1, F’(0) = -(ctn ?),I (4.4) 
has a unique solution F(0) = F(F(B; 2, ‘I, p) depending continuously on 
A, q, ,u. We define $(,I, q, cc) to be the first positive zero of F. Our next step 
is to show that $ is strictly decreasing in 1, so suppose 1~ n but 
II/(& 4, PL) 2 $(A, I?, PL). Then set 
~5 = r”F(e; 4 V, ~4 w2 = r”F(B; A, q, p). 
and, for simplicity suppress the 4 and ,u. Now F( .; A)/F( .; 2) is uniformly 
bounded, say by co, on [0, $(A)]. If $(n)<tj(I), this bound is obvious, 
while if 11/(.4)=$(A), the uniqueness theorem for ODE’s implies 
F’(II/; A) ~0. Now from the theory of maximal operators there is an 
operator L, E 9: such that 
Low2 = 0 in {o<r<l,o<e<+qn)). 
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Setting M, = (ctn q)D, + D, we see that 
M,w,=M,w,=O on p=o>, 
and therefore 
LJW, - cow1) >, 0 in {O<r<1,0<8<$(A)}, 
M,(w,-c,w,)bO on {O<r< 1,0=0}, 
w2-cgw, GO on {O~r<l,~=~(A)}u(r=1,O~~~ll/(A)}. 
The maximum principle now implies that w2 < cowl ; however, on 
e=o, WJW, =en, which is unbounded near r = 0. This contradiction 
shows the strict monotonicity. 
We may therefore define A, implicitly by $( 1.i) 4, p) = 0i. With this 
definition we can take g(8) = F(8; 11,(0,, q, p), q, p) to infer (4.2). 
To prove (4.1) for E 3 0 let f, solve 
fe” = G(f,, f,‘, A) - E, f,(O) = 1, f,‘(O) = -(ctn q)A - E. 
Thus f0 = F and f, depends continuously on E. If A E (0, A,), then 
8, < W v, ~1, so 6 = t minCo, e,l F> 0. The appropriate f is taken to be f, 
with E so small that 1 fc - FJ d 6 on [0,8,]. 
The explicit values of A, are derived by noting that (4.4) can be solved 
exactly if A = 1, or if a, = a3 and a, = 0. Finally the condition A, --) cc as 
8, + 0 follows because (4.4) is solvable for any A, > 0. 
In the next section, we shall need a variant of Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a continuous positive function %, on 
~~e,,el,9,~L,~~~~o,~)x(o,~c)~(o,~)~(o,ii~~o,~): f$<min{O,,~}} 
such that for any I. E (0, A,), there are positive constants c, and c2 and a 
function f E C2( [0, e,]) satisfying (4.la-c) and 
M,(rjf(B))~ -c~Y~-~ for o~ede, (4.ld)’ 
for all L, E YG such that c = 0, I b’I < v/r, and all M, E A%!,, . Moreover I, is 
strictly increasing in Q1, I,, -+ 00 as fI,, 0, -+ 0 for fixed p, q, and 
~2(o, 6, V, P, 0) = w,, V, P). 
Proof: The introduction of v just adds two terms to Miller’s polar 
representation: r-‘[b, f’-b2;lf] with (b,)2+(b2)2<~2. (See [15, Section 
73 for details.) If we detine G to take into account these extra terms, the 
analysis proceeds as before once we establish that f, satisfies (4.ld)‘. 
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When i = 0, we have 
f,‘(O) = --E 
so f,’ < --E. Then 
provided 0 < q. By continuous dependence it follows that 
MO w < -cr’ ~ ’ for ode<e, 
for sufficiently small A. 1 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 3 
The Holder continuity of u is proved by a variant of the proof of [lo, 
Theorem 2-J. We begin by observing that we may assume that c, y, and f3 
are identically zero, and we set 
F=supd;P”d2-a lf,l + IIf,II~:;‘+ I&, H=sup Id,“ul. 
R n 
By virtue of Lemma 3.2, we need only show that H6 CF. We assume 
initially that H is finite. Then the interior Schauder estimate (applied in 
(Kd,< d,}) and Lemma 3.1 (applied in {Kd,,>d=}) imply that 
lDulb’-“‘G C(H+ F). 
Hence for any E > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that 
laVDiiul d (CF+ EH) d2-“daP2 in {d,<h}. 
Now, similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, let v solve 
#D ,.v = 
a’>D ..u 
1, in Cd,<& Kd,,>d,}, 
!I 0 in B(R)\(d, < 6, Kd, > d,) 
v = 0 on aB( R) 
for a fixed ball B(R) containing D and C? continuous with a”= tiv on 
{Kd, > d,}. It is a straightforward calculation to see that auD,v E 
LqSn+(’ ~ ijq for 1 < q < l/( 1 -A) because d, < Cd, whenever avDijv # 0. (In 
the model wedge case, 
la’jDovl < CrA-o(Xn)u-2 = Crie2 cos a-2 e.) 
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Therefore ) UI I + j. < C(F+ EH). By choosing a0 appropriately (i.e., so that it 
is in HL?‘), we can arrange that ID201 < C(F+sH)di-* (in fact (D2ul = 
O(P ~ *)). Thus by considering u - u in place of u and then subtracting off 
an fi$-‘) function agreeing with v on (T, we may assume that 
la”D,zi< C(F+ &H)d;-2 in {d,<6} 
The proof of [ 10, Lemma 31 implies that H < C,F + C&H and hence that 
H < CF (by taking E small) under the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
To remove the additional assumption H < co, we first note that H will 
be finite when fi, f2, and b are bounded. The existence theorem [ 10, 
Theorem 1 ] guarantees the existence of solutions to ( 1.1) provided c and 
y are zero when f,, f2, and b are bounded. Thus a simple approximation 
argument gives Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3 is proved by observing that Q satisfies a wedge condition at 
each X~E I/. The appropriate map G is a composition of two P, maps (see 
[ 11, Section 1 ] for the definition). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
We prove Theorem 4 first for 2 c 2 and then for 2 > 2. In fact the former 
case contains all the techniques used in the latter except for a certain com- 
putational difficulty. We handle this difficulty in Lemma 6.1 by a variant of 
the technique used by Azzam in [2] for his simple hypotheses, so the proof 
will only be sketched. 
By virtue of Lemma 3.3, we need only estimate H=sup Id;“ul. As this 
will only be finite if u and DU vanish on V, the key step is to reduce to this 
case. 
When A< 2, we make some preliminary simplifications to reduce to the 
case of b’, c, y all identically zero and \Lul < Cd:- 2. First we apply 
Theorem 1 with A= 1 by using the barrier of Kamynin and Khimchenko 
[S] (or more simply, assuming without loss of generality that 0 = {x2 = 0}, 
by using the barrier 
ICI j;2 (xi)* + Jc2f(x2), 
where f solves the inititial value problem 
f"(t)= --K3tAp1 If'(t)l, f(O)=& f'(O)= 1 
with JC~, K~, ICY appropriate positive constants (cf. the proof of [9, 
Theorem 4.11) in place of the Miller barrier on cr.). The interior Schauder 
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estimates then allow us to assume that b’, c, y are all zero. The subtraction 
device from Section 5 reduces us to the case (LuJ d Cd: - ‘. 
We are now ready to make the crucial step. Clearly we only need to 
show that there is a function UE AL-“) with 17 = u and DU = Du on V. 
Moreover we need only construct U locally so let us suppose 0 lies in the 
hyperplane P = {x2 = (tan 13i)x’ > and that the point x = 0 is in I/. Accord- 
ing to [S, Section 21 we may extend fi, f3, and /? to H,(B), HAP ,(B), and 
H,(B) functions, respectively, with B = B(0, 1) n P. Moreover, because 
q > 0,) we can write /3 = v + r with v and z respectively normal and tangen- 
tial to cr and Jv( bounded away from zero in B. The appropriate U is then 
any RL-” function with 
U=f* and v.Dii= -z.Df2+f3 on B. 
In this same local situation the estimate of H (after we replace u by 
u - 27) is simple: we apply the maximum principle to 
24+~~(x’(tan~,)-x*)~-~~(r~f(~)+(~’)*) 
and 
-u-~~(x’(tan 8,)-x2)‘- Ic4(r’lf(0) + (~‘1’) 
for suitable large positive ICY, x2, K~, x4. 
For the case 1> 2, we proceed by induction on [A]. From the previous 
cases, we may assume that b’, c, y are all zero. Now we need to find 2 so 
that U agrees with u up to order [ll] on V. To construct ii, we first intro- 
duce some notation. For any quantity h, 
i; = arctan [b”(O) b*‘(O) - b1*W211’* 
b**(O) ctn h-b”(O) 
LEMMA 6.1. In the local situation described above, if aii and fi are in 
H%-2, B and f2 are in H,- , with p’//?” = ctn 4, f3 E H,, and if 
sin(q - kg,) # 0 for k = 0, 1, . ..[A]. (6.1) 
then there is a function ii E H” such that, on V, 
Dkp2(Lti-f,)=O if 2<kkA, (6.2a) 
Dk-'(Mti-f2)=0 if l<k<%, (6.2b) 
U=f3. (6.2~) 
Proof: By a simple linear change of variables (see [ 1, Section 3]), we 
may assume that b” = 6” so that Y) = q and 0, = 8,. It then suffices to show 
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that Conditions (6.2a-c) uniquely determine 0: D;U on V for j + r < 1. We 
proceed by induction on j + r. For j + r = 0, this is clear and for j + r = 1, 
it follows from our previous considerations. In general, the conditions can 
be written as AX= F, where A is the matrix 
0 . . 
, Co&28, . . . \ 
X is the unknown vector (D:U, D:-’ D2L1, .. . . D$ii), and F is a known 
vector. The determinant of A is easily evaluated: if we add appropriate 
multiples of the last k - 2 rows to the second row, we can consider A with 
second row 
( - 1)’ cask - *j 8 1 sin” 8,) 
= (cos(kO,), - sin(k8,), 0, . . . . 0). 
The resulting matrix is now converted (by adding appropriate multiples of 
the last k - 2 columns to the first k - 1 columns) to the block matrix 
i 
cos ?y sin q 0 
cos(k0,) -sin(ke,) 0 , 
0 0 I 1 
which has determinant sin(q - kd,). Thus Lemma 6.1 is proved for con- 
stant b”, Bj and C on the hyperplane (x2 = 0). The general case follows by 
noting that (6.1) is an open condition. 1 
Note that Condition (6.1) uses pointwise information about a”. To relate 
this condition back to only uniform ellipticity, we proceed as follows. By 
converting to the case by = S”, we see that there is a barrier W, if and only 
if q > 20, > 0 (this is just the results of Section 4 with p = 1 ), which implies 
(6.1). Back in the original domain, IV, must be below the barrier r’J(tI) 
from Section 4. Thus for a barrier of the form r’f(!3) to exist for all LE Ye, 
we must have A< 8,/f, i.e., (6.1). 
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TO finish the proof of Theorem 4 for A > 2, we note that we may assume 
u to have compact support because for any C” function u, we can write 
L(yu), M(qu), and +W restricted to o as known functions (in terms of 
previously estimated lower order derivatives of u). By making the support 
smalf enough (and recalling that If,/ < Cd;-‘, etc.), we can infer our 
height estimate by looking at + u - ~r;if(O). 
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